has lost whatever it was that allowed people to think that certain materials were intrinsically significant and fit material for serious artistic exploration. The world no longer sustains or inspires powerful language. Yeats once said that modern tragedy was impossible because modern man, when deeply moved, did not indulge in emotional outbursts but stared quietly at the fireplace. Now, as Ionesco reminds us, even the man moved enough to stare at the fireplace seems somehow ridiculous. Powerful language is no longer a response to the intensity of experience but to its poverty; we need the artifice of witty and elaborate speech because without it we would have only the pressure of an absurd and oppressive reality. In one of his poems, O'Hara is eating a cheeseburger in Juliet's Corner when he fantasizes an association with Giuletta Massina, "? bell' attrice" (CP, 258).
In this situation, "? bell' attrice" is a contemporary version of Beatrice, now not a light leading us through the world to a trans cendent informing principle but a goddess of illusion redeeming us only mo mentarily from the stereotyped trivia dominating our lives (cf. also "Galanta,"
CP, 463-64). As a poet, O'Hara explores facets of the pop aesthetic which nicely comple ment and confute the thinking of Bly and Olson. In "Try, Try," the lover, John, does not win the girl from her husband, Jack, because of any inherent character traits. The men are almost exactly alike (as the names indicate), and if anyone were to have moral claims it would be the husband, who is also returning from service to his country. John wins simply because he has been living with the girl, wins that is because he has been present, there, while the husband was ab sent. Here is Violet's rejection of her husband: "I wish you'd/go away and stay What makes O'Hara so interesting a poet is his sense at once of the necessity for story, of its superficiality, and of the pain potentially lurking in every mo ment. The dialectic between presence and alienation we find in his use of names is more strikingly 
